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My username: ____________________  My password: ____________________

Create an account or log-in by clicking on "Welcome". Use your student email address.

Learn
Visit the Learn tab for quick guides, tutorials, quizzes and sample references.

★ Click on the star next to a learning object to save it for easy access later - click on "my file cabinet" to see your saved items.

Reference
Keep track of your references & create references for your sources

Create References
Select the source type, and fill in the blanks to create your reference.

Try it with this example for a book:

Title- Make it stick: The science of successful learning
Author- Peter C. Brown
Date- 2014
Place- Cambridge, MA
Publisher- Harvard University Press

Import References
1. Using OneSearch, add the items you want to the folder.
2. Click on the folder icon at the top of the page, then select export.
3. Save the export file to the desktop.
4. Then, go to Academic Writer and import the references by uploading the file to References.
5. Double-check the imported references for accuracy!
When you start a new paper, choose the "Basic Paper" template. Your paper will be saved on the Academic Writer website.

Add references and citations to your paper using the Cite References area at the bottom of the screen.

Edit your title page information by selecting the title page option from the toolbar on the left side of the page.

Export your finished paper to Microsoft Word when you are finished!

Need help?
CONTACT A LIBRARY STAFF MEMBER FOR QUESTIONS ABOUT ACADEMIC WRITER

Visit us
Singhmar Centre for Learning - 2nd floor
call 780-644-6070
text 587-600-6084

email
library@norquest.ca

online chat
https://library.norquest.ca/help.aspx
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